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ABSTRACT
A PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR INCREASING SOCIAL CAPITAL IN COMMUNITIES
DOUGLAS DOYLE MAY, MFA
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY-COMMERCE, 2017

Advisor: Lee Whitmarsh
My initial research into the declining economic conditions in small town America was a
precursor to the causation for isolationism and the reduction of social capital for the citizens that
reside in non-metro communities. The multiple factors that arose in the research literature
pointed to how inhibited socialization contributes to economic decline and its negative effect on
democracy. This is particularly evident with homogeneous groups that may have formed
discriminatory social biases against different political affiliations, ethnicities, and religious
backgrounds.
The recent political conditions surrounding the 2016 U. S. Presidential election, along
with the highly-contested Brexit vote in Great Britain, have caused concern among progressive
thinkers. The homogeneity of conservative populism – the prevailing political movement of the
moment – has been known to discount the opinions of those not part of local in-groups. The farright side of the current populist sentiment identifies with a reactive ideology that opposes civic
power for Government, its representatives, its institutions, as well as its beliefs that marginalize
immigrants and the disadvantaged. In contrast, the opposing liberal position “view[s] their elite
opponents as self-serving and undemocratic” (Kazin 1, 5).
“The rage that arose in the 1880s, as rural incomes fell and farm mortgages defaulted
while city bankers got rich, does not feel so distant today” (Hyman). The period of 1890 to 1920
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in America, known as the Progressive Era, began with similar challenges as we currently face.
Progressivism emerged between the two economic recessions of 1893 and 1897 expounding the
belief that society’s problems could be solved through pro-active social programs. The goals of
the Progressive movement were to eliminate problems caused by industrialization, urbanization,
immigration, and corporate corruption in government. This thesis draws inspiration from
Progressivism’s ideals which serve as a catalyst for establishing and strengthening social
cohesion for mutual benefit. The program proposed in this thesis has been designed to bond,
bridge, and link greater social capital between institutions, communities, ethnicities, classes, and
individuals. On a macro level, this thesis proposes a developmental framework for engaging,
conceptualizing and promoting community events that will produce and measure social capital
improvements. Specifically, two events have been conceptualized to bridge individuals across
perceived differences and bond them together through shared and cooperative activities. The first
proposed event considers an expanded region of adjoining communities and a second event
addresses the needs within a single community.
Through a combined scholarly in a design-centric program, this researcher presents
recommendations that help communities work toward greater social ties through organized
events. The proposed framework would include opportunities to measure the effectiveness of
each event by collecting pre-event and post-event data. The procedures for field research were
not performed as a part of this thesis but would be in a welcomed collaboration with regional
university programs. Domain specific methodologies from the fields of sociology, psychology,
political science, and business would benefit and expand this proposed program. Ultimately a
series of metrics would result in a community’s social capital ranking that could signify a
community’s improved status. The goal of this program is to promote greater well-being that
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would attract new economic development opportunities by establishing a more positive social
environment. The design-centric recommendations presented in the exhibit are the initial
prototypes that visualize two specific events to facilitate that goal.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Communities have seen major economic and cultural shifts over the last century that have
resulted in declining conditions. Civic leaders, economists, and corporate businesses have
proposed ways to stimulate economic growth, but often minimize social capital as the foundation
for sustained improvements. The works by sociologists and educators Loury, Bourdieu,
Coleman, Jacobs, Hanifan and ultimately Robert Putman thoroughly document the social,
cultural, and political conditions of social capital decline while identifying numerous causes
(Farr 7). This thesis proposes fundamental next steps to begin reversing the problem.
Agriculturally strong communities were the basis for the American democratic society as
derived from Thomas Jefferson’s ideals that independent land ownership was fundamental to our
democracy (Friedland 76). One difficulty that has challenged farming communities over time is
the drastic decline of prospects aspiring to make a living in agriculture (Friedland 78). More
recently, there has been another major transition, namely the shift away from 20th-century
industrial manufacturing (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 1-6). This shift includes the declines in
light manufacturing and supporting service jobs in small towns. These major trends have led to
diminished small-town population and have contributed to decreased tax revenue for the local
governments. The loss of tax-based revenue reduces municipal spending for city-sponsored
events and cultural amenities that could promote a stronger sense of place. This economic
instability makes it difficult to discourage residents from moving away to seek jobs and more
attractive lifestyles in larger cities. It also contributes to the decline of social capital by isolating
remaining groups and individuals that may avoid civic participation.
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In counterpoint, there have also been changes in regional, historical, and cultural tourism
practices that have been accentuated by lifestyle patterns, diversity, and foreign travel concerns
among other influences (Goeldner 144). Cultural events and festivals to encourage tourism have
become popular in small communities to revitalize local economies and preserve their cultures.
“Festivals and events have impacts that go well beyond what can be measured in economic
terms” (Irshad 1). These special events can play an important role in a community’s overall wellbeing and act as catalysts for economic renewal. This thesis makes design-centric
recommendations that promote greater socialization in small non-metro communities to prompt
socialization that bond local participants and bridge adjoining communities while priming more
favorable economic conditions.
Purpose of the Study
This thesis and exhibit conceptualize solutions through a design-centric process to help
event organizers understand the need, benefits, and goals for holding community events that
promote social capital development. The study includes two suggested events that envision
thematic development for such events. The overall process involved the researcher with a
framework demonstrating how academic research and observation combined with creativity led
to the development of problem-solving solutions through novel ideation. The results are not
simply aesthetic deliverables, but a systematic approach designed to trigger desired social
behavior and build upon each success through measurable outcomes.
The researcher attended several local festivals that were representative of the
socioeconomic impact that traditional festivals play. This included observations of interactions
between participants – including hosts, vendors, and attendees. The researcher considered how
successful festivals are staged while looking for opportunities to include more beneficial
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practices to suit smaller municipalities that have limited financial resources. An investigation
into the economic impact of existing cultural festivals on a community’s overall prosperity led to
the discovery of the social benefits and challenges for hosting diverse crowds. In the
accompanying exhibition, the researcher proposes two distinct approaches that include a singular
focused event for an individual community and a joint development effort for regional
townships. The regional scenario includes four contiguous communities of various sizes that
would initiate a combined economic development effort.
“Unlike some other OECD countries, the U.S. does not have a federal agency (ministry)
devoted to “society” or to social issues in general” (Hudson 2). The resulting approach could
lead to the creation of an overarching Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) that designs,
develops manages, and measures each event with the goal of promoting activities to build and
monitor social capital in a connected network of participating communities.
Methods or Procedures
At the onset of this thesis, this researcher studied the challenges of small towns through
peer-reviewed literature. In addition, there was an effort to analyze examples of existing events
and festivals that established benchmarks for the study. Observations of community organizers,
presenters, sponsors, attendees, and visitors guided the study empirically. The researcher
investigated event themes, websites, and other marketing materials. The researcher attended two
events in the State of Texas including the Ennis Bluebonnet Festival and Red Poppy Festival in
Georgetown. Additional visits to farmers’ markets and various small town main street locations
allowed the researcher to view community settings firsthand.
Based on an additional investigation, the researcher identified three social capital
measuring frameworks published by the Office for National Statistics in Great Britain, Harvard
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University, and the World Bank Group. These measurement methodologies are considered
models for informing this thesis but would require further study if implemented. The analysis of
any resulting pre-event data along with thematic and visual references would become a more
definitive starting point for developing event themes and logistic requirements.
The researcher also considered pairing host communities with business sponsors that
could underwrite specific events. However, there should be a consideration to discourage
commercial sponsorships outside of the local community and to rely on more impartial grants to
fund these events. This unbiased approach may protect the event’s outcome from being
influenced by an implied affiliation with commercial sponsors.
All graphic design recommendations are based on standard visual communication
principles including framing using color theory, imagery, typography, symbolism, patterns, and
other considerations. Framing is defined as the use of words and images to manipulate how
people perceive the subject being communicated. “The type of frame used to present information
dramatically affects how people make decisions and judgments, and it is consequently a
powerful influencer of behavior” (Lidwell 92). Distinct and individual themes would be
developed to frame each event whenever possible. There may be additional consideration for
developing standardized events that are ubiquitous across an extended nationwide network of
connected communities. A catalog of standard events would keep development cost low when
funding is minimal or unavailable.
A Framework for Action
An action framework titled Honeycomb Social has been conceived in response to
political scientist Robert Putnam’s challenge to “engage our citizens to the task of building
thriving networks of social interactions and trust” (Putnam). The name Honeycomb Social is a
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direct reference to the honeycomb structure referenced by Putnam in interviews about his
influential publication (Bunting 2007). This effect moves individuals from a low to high social
capital through activities with others in their community. By linking the honeycomb structures
among many small communities, a network of social improvement could attract larger positive
economic opportunities.
Communities that face tough economic challenges, declining civic involvement, or that
just want to improve their quality of life, can begin to benefit by increasing their reciprocity and
trustworthiness. These place-based activities focus on holding events in familiar, friendly, and
symbolic settings such as a Town Square, Main Street, City Park and Community Center. The
familiar locations help facilitate the act of bonding neighbors (thick relationships) within a local
community and bridging diverse groups (thin relationships) between multiple communities.
Wider area influences link social resources beyond a community’s immediate radius by drawing
both participants and attendees from surrounding areas.
Event Proposal One
ROCKETT 2 VENUS: A Regional Event
A tandem cycling event becomes more than a metaphor when these individuals are
coupled in diverse combinations that add interest and challenge in a competitive effort.
The proposed 25-mile relay race would bridge thin regional relationships by pairing
unacquainted teammates in a cooperative team activity. Shared low-impact physical activities
give participants the opportunity to find common ground through cooperation while making
personal introductions for continued post event socialization. The anticipated results for each
team is group bonding through shared efforts and accomplishment, an experience each
participant would be encouraged to link back to their individual community.
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Twenty teams consisting of 10-pairs would each ride a 5-mile leg over a 25-mile regional
course from Rockett, Texas to Venus, Texas. The race route also travels through the two larger
contiguous communities of Waxahachie and Midlothian.
Event Proposal Two
Recipe Swap & Taste Fair: A Single Community Event
Sharing family recipes is a symbolic exchange that improves individual trust and openness to
diversity. The act of preparing and sharing our culinary heritage breaks down boundaries
between disparate ethnic groups and undermines negative cultural stereotypes.
Evoking the sensory experiences of sight, smell, taste, and touch intensify the act of sharing in
familiar settings. Taste Fair categories could include soups, bread, dips, entrées, desserts among
other categorizations. Food entries could be prepared off-site with final presentation and
distribution performed at assigned booths. Each contestant would be required to make enough of
their entry to serve a small size portion for up to 200 people.
Limitations
Because of the goals of a design-centric MFA thesis, there are research limitations that
preclude this researcher from conducting in-depth studies involving human subjects; therefore,
no specific data from individuals have been collected.
Often in the professional design communication practice, broader demographics are used
as a base sampling to represent the interests of identifiable groups. Some generalizations about
targeted groups were used to create a general understanding of the proposed recommendations
identified by this research.
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There were no other limitations besides the financial budget for exhibit materials, time
restrictions, travel expenses, and outside costs for any actual implementation of the
recommendations in this thesis.
Organization of the Chapters
This document is organized chronologically and mirrors the development process of the
corresponding exhibition. Chapter 2 contains a review of research literature, most importantly
literature related to economic shifts in small towns over 100 years and discusses the challenges
and benefits of increasing social capital. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the exhibition that
was developed and constructed to visualize the proposed concepts through design prototyping.
Chapter 4 consolidates the researcher’s thoughts on recommendations for further research and
actions on the topic.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
When Alexis de Tocqueville wrote about American democracy, he recognized the
binding civic spirit that held Americans together in spirit and law. Some 150 years later, Harvard
Professor Robert Putnam has echoed Tocqueville’s analysis by calling for “the engagement (or
reengagement) of citizens to the task of building (or rebuilding) thriving networks of social
interactions and trust” (Gannett 1). Putnam identified the benefits of such civic participation as
“social capital”, and he challenged the current generation to reverse its decline in the 21st
Century. The major shifts from an agrarian, to industrial, to information-based economies were
disrupting conditions that contributed to rural isolationism and economic decline. Putnam also
identifies our society’s struggles with the demands of cultural diversity that has inadvertently led
to the decline of social capital, i.e. “connections among individuals - social networks and the
norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them.” (Putnam 25). According to
Putnam, social capital is a key component to building and maintaining our democracy (48). It is a
contract that’s both written as law and unwritten socially between neighbors, constituents,
government, and communities.
Communities and Central Place Theory
For Howard A. Stafford, small towns have been of traditional academic interest because
they are indicative of “the lower-end central place continuum” (165). Therefore, a framework
developed could be applicable to any small community. Stafford points out that America, in
particular, was built on an expansive interconnectedness of “agricultural populations and the
agglomerated urban population” (165), all the while upholding common national ideals. In 1930
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German geographer Walter Christaller created the model for Central Place Theory to explain
how settlements relate to one another through the services they provide (fig. 3.13). The same
model is now appropriated to visualize a social capital network with each participating entity
becoming integral to a wider social geography.
Rural Economic Decline and the Lack of Financial Resources
“Between 1980 and 1990 alone, certain farming-dependent counties lost more than 20
percent of their residents” (Goetz and Debertin 517). Federal farm-subsidy programs have eased
the impact of the population shift to the cities, but have not significantly reduced the total of the
redistribution of labor over the long term. In short, such programs slowed but have not reduced
the population migration. One additional factor for rural economic decline according to Leo V.
Mayer is that “farming practices have increased the flow of income out of rural communities
without a commensurate flow of income into rural communities” (85). The researcher believes
that the economic decline of small towns also contributes to the attrition and loss of civic virtues.
Can stronger communal solidarity be achieved through events designed to revive a town’s social
capital? Can stronger social capital lead to renewed economic growth? These are two of the
questions this researcher seeks to address.
The Decline of Social Capital
According to Putman, the mid-1960s reached the height of political and social activity in
America (304). The post-war population at that time was a mix of grandparents that had
struggled through the Great Depression, parents that had fought and won World War II, and the
emerging force of Baby Boomers that were becoming politically active adults in reaction to the
Vietnam War and changing sexual mores. Around this time, voluntary associations including the
PTA, Lions Club, Elks Clubs and Odd Fellows and other local organizations, began to see
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gradual declines in membership and participation. (Putman 118). Each decade since the 1960s
has also seen a steady decline in voter turnout for presidential elections. The natural attrition of
an aging population could partially explain this phenomenon, but the Baby Boomers were also
introducing their own social groups such as the Sierra Club and the Earth Day movements.
Associations such as these were focused on broader national and global issues and not always
local concerns. These associations quickly grew a national base, but then peaked and declined in
membership. Today, the Sierra Club and others may still have a large base that pays dues
annually but few participate at local or state levels. Subsequently, America seems to have
become a society more noted for passive joiners than for active members.
Cultural Festivals and Destination Tourism
Cultural Festivals and Destination Tourism — “defined as travel concerned with
experiencing the visual and performing arts, heritage, buildings, areas, landscapes, special
lifestyles, values, traditions, and events — has become a major force in the tourism industry”
(Jamieson, Cultural 65). Jamieson also includes camping, sports, ecotourism, religious, cultural,
cooking, education, and dress among the different forms of rural tourism (Realizing, 1).
In a 2003 survey by the Travel Industry Association of America, almost 46 percent of
200 million total US travelers included a cultural, arts, heritage, or historic activity while on a
trip during the year. These festivals, usually held annually, can generate a significant economic
impact on a host community. However, the researcher observed that some of the participating
festival vendors at the events attended were not locally based, concluding that a portion of the
economic benefit may leave a community upon the conclusion of the events.
The main challenge this researcher faces is how to divert from the high economic
expectations of mayors, city councils, sponsors, and other stakeholders while promoting the
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long-term benefit of positive social experiences through non-profit events. Additionally, the
solutions recommended need to differentiate from other regional activities and professionally
organized events that compete for consumer entertainment, participation, and spending.
A Generational Spike in Social Capital Post 9-11
The tragedy of the September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center led to a
short-lived impact on improved social capital. This tragic event influenced mostly middle-class
whites that were of an impressionable age at that time (Sander 11, 14). This would be lead to a
measurable pro-Obama wave of young adults that became interested in politics shortly thereafter.
Subsequently a counter influence of Tea Party rhetoric and Donald Trump campaign ideology
brought on an intense political divisiveness that has continued to influence the distrust of
government and the news media as well as intensify the distrust of immigrants.
User Centered Design Methodology
User-centered design (UCD) is a process that focuses on gaining an understanding of
who will be using the recommended solution. By utilizing the UCD techniques as studied in this
university’s MFA with emphasis in Visual Communication degree program, combined with
academic research, this researcher has reviewed the social and economic significance of cultural
festivals, Chautauqua meetings, carnivals, and fairs with a concentrated effort to find the residual
benefits of such community-based events. These examples, along with other traditional
festivities, have led to insights on how to conceptualize, organize and prototype an alternative
program. These events are not meant to replace existing cultural festivals or economic
development, but fill a social need not met by other types of activities. Studying existing events
helped determine requirements for conceiving and designing events for building social capital.
Specifically, the use of empathy and creating personas was applied to a “hypothetical
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archetype of real users” (Pruitt and Adlin). In this scenario, the design researcher empathized
with the needs of civic leaders, businesses, associations and citizens that live, work, and play in
these communities. These personas were considered within a single community and across a
wider regional area.
Questionable Economic Benefits
Local cultural festivals and events may have an economic impact exceeding a million
dollars or more over a typical weekend. However, this researcher questions what percentage of
that money remains in the local economy after the vendors pack-up and head back to their home
base in another county or state? It was observed firsthand at the festivals researched for this
project that craft, food, and beverage providers were often traveling festival professionals. It is
not known how many events these franchised businesses visit each year, but it became evident
that there is an expanding festival circuit. More data on the transient nature of festival vendors
would be a valuable extension of this study.
The basic understanding of the political tenets of small-town economic development also
gives insight to the procedures and challenges that community leaders face to drive business
investment. This includes the understanding that economic development can be a catchphrase for
short-term financial loans to small high-risk businesses or vehicles for special tax incentives that
could create an unfair business environment.
In critical counterpoint, any political distinctiveness of non-metro constituents may
include these considerations: “(1) the possibility that economic struggle in rural areas has been
exaggerated; (2) the fact that rural self-images are not well understood; and (3) widespread
misunderstanding of rural Americans’ adaptability to perceptions of changing economic
circumstances.” (Gimpel 468)
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Metrics for Evaluating Event Success
“Cultural heritage tourism strategies and plans should be linked to a broader set of
initiatives and community or economic development plans” (Jamieson 66). Direct economic
gains can be one benefit of holding festivals, but regaining lost revenue for city governments is
not the only driving metric behind these events. Specifically, the 1995 White House Conference
on Travel and Tourism stated as a goal to, “Preserve our natural, historic and cultural resources
for future generations and expand urban and rural economic development opportunities through a
national strategy for fostering environmental and cultural travel and tourism.” (Travel and
Tourism in the U.S.). Developing strategies for building and measuring social capital should
have a similar goal with equal importance. Critical to the outcome of this study is the
encouragement of a network of social improvement between diverse individuals, groups and
communities. Analyzing pre-event and post-event metrics can quantify participation and
outcomes of these experiences. The collection of this data offers future researchers a better
understanding of challenges and opportunities for developing future events. Additionally, the
quantified improvements reflected in a social capital score could qualify communities to attract
economic opportunities from businesses looking to start, revitalize, or relocate their enterprise.
Cultural Diversity and Social Interaction
This researcher has investigated the relationship between cultural diversity and social interaction
and has concluded that there is no quick fix to the problems that have evolved over a 53-year
decline. A continued effort to understand this tenuous relationship will contribute to improved
social experiences that foster trustworthiness and reciprocity as a direct benefit from conducting
these events.
Connecting Participating Parties
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“As digital technology becomes increasingly pervasive and embedded into our everyday
experience, there is a growing awareness of the significance of physical interaction with the
material world” (Treadaway 231). There is the promise that digital interactions extend real-world
social and economic paradigms but they often harbor residual historical prejudices that can
contribute to an in-group’s social entropy. “Even if these tools are wonderful and helpful, low or
no technology may be the wiser choice in many cases” (Shneiderman 19). For these reasons, this
researcher recommends predominantly tactile communications to convey event branding and
communications. Posters, printed tabloid newspapers, recipe books, racing bibs, and jerseys are
utilized to promote the program. Additional digital banner advertising, websites and other digital
tools would be a consideration in subsequent phases.
The technological benefit that could be most helpful to this program will be in the
processing of collected data before and after the events. The next steps in the development of
this program could review specific technology, for analyzing community data.
Conclusion
Based on the studies and journal articles reviewed, the researcher has identified the
opportunity to leverage events to conduct informal social interactions among different groups.
Put in communication terms: this is a process for matching themed events around singularly
focused activity that attracts and satisfies the interests of diverse participants. The recommended
solution matches individuals and groups with various backgrounds to actively participate and
build on a mutual exchange. This research leads to far too many scenarios to consider fully what
would work in every community in need of such programs. By developing two case studies, the
exhibit shows how this works hypothetically within a limited study.
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The overall Honeycomb Social program could be viewed as a modern reinterpretation of
the Chautauqua Institute festivals from the early 1900s. These organized civic-minded events
were ubiquitous across America during the Progressive period and yielded lasting social reform,
benefit, and dynamic leadership. Their influence made an important social impact on American
culture during the first half of the 20th Century.
Methods or Procedures
With the onset of this thesis project, this researcher studied the challenges of small towns
through access to peer-reviewed literature. Additionally, there was an effort to analyze examples
of existing cultural festivals that were held as benchmarks for this study. Continued empathic
research included the observations of organizers, presenters, sponsors, attendees, and average
citizens. The researcher also considered if digital technology would enhance relevant experiences
for these groups. The researcher personally attended several events to observe noticeable patterns
and activities that inspired the exhibit and gave credibility to the thesis defense. Based on
scholarly findings and observations, the researcher created scenarios that are specific to a
singular social geography and a multi-social region for prototyping. Based on the analysis of data
collected thematic and visual references were developed in parallel.
Because of the goals of a design-centric MFA thesis, there were research limitations that
precluded direct quantitative research involving human subjects. Therefore, no specific data from
individuals was collected.
Often in the professional design communication practice, broad demographics are used as
sampling to represent the mean for identifiable groups. Some generalizations have been used to
create an overall framework and to identify opportunities for extended research in other
disciplines.
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It is not evident that there have been additional limitations besides the financial budget
for exhibit materials, time and travel expenses, and outside costs for the implementation of
recommended programs.
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CHAPTER 3
DOCUMENTATION OF THE EXHIBIT

Fig. 3.1. Final exhibit on the day of installation.

The gallery exhibit and lecture serves as the defense for this study (fig. 3.1). The most
effective exhibits showcase a comprehensive presentation within a small space. These are
usually realized in temporary spaces with portable materials that are quick to construct and
disassemble. Nonetheless, a good exhibit should walk the viewer through the problem-solving
process resulting in a conclusion, or understanding.
Similarly, the most effective graphic design relies on reductive communication
techniques that are used to make quick cognitive associations. This enables a viewer to have an
intuitive comprehension of the abstract or complex concepts being conveyed. This researcher
utilized this method to promote reductive clarity and to selectively focus the viewer on key
points of the problem being addressed, the major considerations, and recommendations.
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Upon examining the exhibit space, measurements were taken with considerations for the
surrounding environment including the other exhibitors (fig. 3.2). The provided space measured
12’ X 8’ X 8’. It was determined early on that there would be a statement of the problem, a
method of procedure, and two examples of visualized outcomes of the design-centric
recommendations. The user experience flow is presented in a left-to-right and top-to-bottom
reveal of the researcher’s process for those accustomed to Western reading orientation (fig. 3.3).
While aesthetically optimizing the visual space on the main background panels, there became an
additional need to add four 2-sided floor panels on opposing sides of the exhibit space.

Fig. 3.2. Gallery schematic of temporary installation (highlighted).
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Fig. 3.3. Exhibit viewer flow with optimal viewing positions marked.

On the center back panel, there is an introduction to Honeycomb Social identity (fig. 3.4).
The three overlapping honeycomb shapes represent bonding, bridging and linking. The symbol
of a single bee emerges from the interaction of these shapes. The bee is long known in many
cultures as a symbol of ceaseless productivity. The logomark reflects the overall premise of this
thesis, one of civil cooperation toward mutual community goals through trust and reciprocity
toward democratic ideals.
On the left and right sides of the exhibit center panel, are two event themes with
promotional posters. There are additional visual representations of multiple racing bibs that
designate the participant’s occupation on the left and multiple recipe cards with family recipes on
the right (fig. 3.7, 3.8). These are below corresponding descriptive statements that emphasize the
community benefit of these two events. Floating bee illustrations circulate the items and
underscore the casual interactions of diverse participants (fig. 3.4).
Since the events are shown as visual prototypes of the proposed events, photographs for
events are utilized to depict user experiences (fig. 3.8, 3.10, 3.12, 3.14). Photographs on the
outside of the exhibit dramatize the interactions of crowds and participants during such activities.
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These supporting images help visualize the events being proposed in the exhibit.

Fig. 3.4. Diagram of rear panels of exhibit showing event one, center panel, and event two.

Fig. 3.5. Final identity combination of symbol and letterforms.
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Fig. 3.6. Event One theme with graphic design applied to promotional poster.

Fig. 3.7. Event Two theme with graphic design applied to promotional poster.
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Fig. 3.7. Cyclist racing bib with occupation of rider.

Fig. 3.8. Family recipe on notecard.

The four inside facing panels lead the viewer through corresponding descriptive text and
visuals showing the following and charts, diagrams, and concepts that influenced the program
(fig. 3.7, 3.9, 3.11, 3.13).
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Fig. 3.7. Information panel A, side 1.

Fig. 3.8. Information panel A, side 2.
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Fig. 3.9. Information panel B, side 1.

Fig. 3.10. Information panel B, side 2.
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Fig. 3.11. Information panel C, side 1.

Fig. 3.12. Information panel C, side 2.
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Fig. 3.13. Information panel D, side 1.

Fig. 3.14. Information panel D, side 2.
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The tabloid newsprint takeaway titled The Hive is a multipage document that shares some
of the research findings in an infographic style (fig. 3.16, 3.17). The newsprint document is a
tangible artifact that connects through the sense of touch and is familiar to small town
sensibilities. This repeated use of tangible artifacts is central to the proposed events. Each of the
event concepts has elements that require a physical act or exchange, making for stronger
personal connections that digital technology does not replicate.
Reflecting the same information flow as the exhibit, each tabloid double page spread
presents event goals and how they are marketed, measured and poised for organic growth.

Fig. 3.16. Tabloid size promotional newspaper cover.
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Fig. 3.17. Example of a double page spread in promotional newspaper.

Brightly colored racing jerseys are furnished to each rider and could help promote visual
safety on the race course (fig. 3.18). The team jerseys are designed to promote comradery and
trustworthiness among teammates by fostering familiarization and cooperation.

Fig. 3.18. Event cyclist jersey.
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Each cooking event would be documented and archived with each recipe included in a
distributed publication (fig. 3.19). All profits from the sale of these cookbooks would benefit a
Honeycomb Social grant and scholarship program.

Fig. 3.19. Event recipe book.

At the completion of the events, host communities, sponsors, and participants should
receive a visual symbol of their participation and support. This could be in the form of a decal or
sticker that they can display on the door of their business or on the window of their automobile.
(Fig. 3.20). This visual repetition throughout the community can reinforce the positive
experience and sustain the benefits of these events.
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Fig. 3.20. Window decals for participating hosts and sponsors.

The culmination of all the elements described in this thesis were assembled and presented at the
Texas A&M University-Commerce Gallery in Dallas, Texas. A lecture about the thesis topic was
presented to an audience of approximately 100 people in attendance (Fig. 3.21). There were
several questions from attendees, with positive feedback and anticipation about next steps.
The researcher plans to seek grants and other support to continue this study, allowing for
discussions with regional university sociology students to conduct field research through limited
trial events while pursuing the goal of validating the proposed solution.
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Fig. 3.21. Gallery lecture in exhibit space.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
Findings
Small towns across America have become affected by more than the economic shift from
an industrial manufacturing to the information-based economy. Long-term societal trends have
also contributed to the decline of social capital and civic virtue. This thesis and exhibition offer a
solution to encourage local government leaders, businesses, associations, and participating
citizens to find common ground through casual social connections. This study found that there
are community benefits from having casual relationships that lead to a greater sense of trust and
reciprocity among those participating.
Conclusions
Established heritage festivals and traditional seasonal events are beneficial for the
economic stimulus of local merchants and are not replaced by this program. The implementing
of these proposed events relies on first identifying specific civic needs for social outcomes. The
proposed specialty events are intended to build social capital that leads to greater civic
participation at local and regional levels.
Implications
The economic decline of small towns is affected by the erosion of social capital across
America. When citizens do not participate or cooperate with the social norms of their
communities, such decline is a consequence.
Recommendation for Further Research
It is the researcher’s recommendation that the design thinking technique of small learning
launches is conducted to minimize initial investments, test the concepts, determine markets, and
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refine programs at local and regional levels. By bringing together groups of people with
seemingly dissimilar interests and concerns, this solution could create a greater awareness that
we are more the same than different. If promoted to other municipalities, further research would
be desired to expand the range of methods and outcomes to maximize the goals of this program.
If this social initiative proves successful in bridging and bonding people together, the same
design-centric model could be implemented in other municipalities and developing regions.
Similar methods could eventually be effective in greater metropolitan neighborhoods.
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VISUAL REFERENCES
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VISUAL REFERENCES

Fig. A.1. Vendor booths at a farmer’s market in South Pasadena, California.
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VISUAL REFERENCES

Fig. A.2. Nationally franchised food service truck.
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VISUAL REFERENCES

Fig. A.3. Small town architectural and signage details.
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VISUAL REFERENCES

Fig. A.4. Passive festival crowds at cultural events.
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APPENDIX B
BRAND IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
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BRAND IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT

Fig. B.1. Logo alternative ideation.
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Fig. B.2. Final symbol and typography combination with underlying geometry.
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BRAND IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT

Fig. B.3. Honeycomb and bee symbology.
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BRAND IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT

Fig. B.4. Honeycomb structure visual pattern.
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BRAND IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT

Fig. B.5. Final color palette
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APPENDIX C
EVENT ONE DEVELOPMENT
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EVENT ONE BRANDING DEVELOPMENT

Fig. C.1. Preliminary exploration for event one.
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EVENT ONE BRANDING DEVELOPMENT

Fig. C.2. Geographic feasibility reference map of proposed race route.
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APPENDIX D
EVENT TWO BRANDING DEVELOPMENT
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EVENT TWO BRANDING DEVELOPMENT

Fig. D.1. Preliminary exploration for event two.
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EVENT TWO BRANDING DEVELOPMENT

Fig. D.2. Vintage cookbook for event two.
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